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Classic Articles for Pediatricians Interested in Bioethics

Please note: The following information has not been approved or endorsed by the American Academy of Pediatrics or by the Section on Bioethics.

Note from the Web Editor: This listing of articles was compiled for the Section on Bioethics of the American Academy of Pediatrics by: Ed Forman, MD, FAAP, Lainie Friedman Ross, MD, PhD, FAAP, Brenda Jean Mears, MD, FAAP.

This list includes articles we believe may be of value to pediatricians interested in bioethics. To prevent the listing from becoming too unwieldy not every article originally in Current Articles is added to this list. The Web links are intended to help you locate the articles and may be to abstracts, a table of contents or to an actual article. Please remember Web links change over time and not everything is available by such links. The arrangement is alphabetical by author within topical areas. Since many works might easily be classified in several areas, check alternate headings. For example, if you are interested in deaths in neonatal units, check both end-of-life care and neonatology. If you are interested in books or more current work for this subject area, check the separate Book List file or the Current Articles listing. Another available reference is the American Board of Pediatrics list of bioethics references.
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Articles:
“A Piece of My Mind” & Other Story or Case Type Articles
Ahmad T. Nana’s Words JAMA 2010;303(16):157897-1578.


Cannuscio CC. A perfect place to die, revisited. JAMA 2010;304(22): 2452-2453.


Cohen-Bearak A. Enterling Data. JAMA 2011; 305 (19): 1944


Gold KJ. In the Still of the Night. JAMA 2011; 306(12): 1303-1304.


Tan ZS. The "Right" to Fall. JAMA. 2010; 303(23): 2333-2334.


Thiele P. He was my son, not a dying baby. J Med Ethics. 2010; 36: 646-647.

Thiele P, Blair S. Destined to die. BMJ 2011; 343:d3625


Ethics Rounds


Leeuwenburgh-Pronk WG, et al. *Are We Allowed to Discontinue Medical Treatment in This Child?* Pediatrics. 2015; 135(3): 545-549.


Weddle M, et al. *Are Pediatricians Complicit in Vitamin K Deficiency Bleeding?* Pediatrics 2015; published online 9/14/15

**Abuse & Neglect**

*Appel JM.* Mixed motives, mixed outcomes when accused parents won't agree to withdraw care. *Journal of Medical Ethics* 2009;35:635-637.


Access to care


Jacob JA. Questions of Safety and Fairness Raised as Right-to-Try Movement Gains Steam. *JAMA*. Published online August 05, 2015


Kellerman AL, Weinick RM. Emergency departments, Medicaid costs and access to primary care—understanding the link. *New Eng J Med*. 2012; published online 5/16/12.


Parker JC. Conscience and collective duties: do medical professionals have a collective duty to ensure that their profession provides non-discriminatory access to all medical services? *J Med Philos*. 2011; 36(1): 28-52.


**Adolescents**


Del Pozo PR. Confidential Mental Health Treatment for Adolescents Virtual Mentor. 2012; 14:695-700.

Goodman AK. Oncofertility for Adolescents: When Parents and Physicians Disagree about Egg Cryopreservation for a Mature Minor. AMA Journal of Ethics. 2015; 17(9); 826-833


Johnston CS. Overriding competent medical treatment refusal by adolescents – when 'no' means 'no'. Arch Dis Child. 2009; 94: 487-491. [http://adc.bmj.com/content/94/7/487](http://adc.bmj.com/content/94/7/487)


**Advance Directives**


Levi BH, Green MJ. Too Soon to Give Up: Re-examining the Value of Advance Directives. AJOB 2010;10(4):3.22. (don’t forget the commentaries.)


**Adverse Events**

**Altruism/ Volunteerism/ NGO/ Service**


**Best Interest**


Kopelman LM. “Make Her a Virgin Again: When Medical Disputes about Minors are Cultural Clashes” J Med Philos. 2013; published online 12/20/13


**Cardiology**


**Circumcision**

Arie S. Circumcision: Divided We Fall. BMJ 2010;341:c4266.


Fox M, Thomson M. *The new politics of male circumcision: HIV/AIDS, health law and social justice.* Legal Studies. 2012; 32(2): 255-281. I am not familiar with this journal but they have several articles on circumcision. There are more articles online.


Levey GB. *Thinking about infant male circumcision after the Cologne court decision.* Global Discourse. Published online June 7, 2013.


Shweder RA. *The goose and the gander: the genital wars.* Global Discourse. Published online June 26, 2013.


Cloning


Codes & Declarations


Developing World Bioethics. 2005;5(3). This issue is on the UNESCO Draft Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights.

Dyer C. Doctors may decide that effects of a fetus’s sex justify an abortion, says new BMA ethics guide. BMJ 2012; 344:e1452.


Ndebele P. The declaration of Helsinki, 50 years later. JAMA. Published online October 19, 2013.


World Medical Association. World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki: Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects.. JAMA. Published online October 19, 2013.

Communication/Relationships


Annas GJ. Self experimentation and the Nuremberg code. BMJ. 2010; 341:c7103.


Brenner MJ. Collateral Damage. JAMA 2009;301(16):1637-1638.


Clinicians for Improved Health Outcomes. Medical Decision Making. 2010 30: 732
originally published online 1 November 2010.


Longmaid HE.  One last teaching moment.  JAMA. 2013;309(16):1695


Mansukhani R.  Listen Doctor, the Patient Just Might Be Right.  JAMA Intern Med. Published online June 22, 2015.

Martyn C. Of mondegreens, mismatches, and misunderstandings.  BMJ 2009;338:b244.


Wolfe L. Should Parents Speak With a Dying Child About Impending Death? NEJM 2004;351(12);1251-1253.

Competence

Complementary and Alternative Medicine


Compliance


Szmukler G. Ethical problems with paying patients to improve adherence to treatment. *BMJ*. 2013; 347:f6837

**Confidentiality/ HIPAA/ Privacy/ Medical Records**


Cate FH, Cate BE. The Supreme Court and information privacy. *International Data Privacy Law* 2012 2: 255-267.

Chan TK. Doctors have a duty to breach patient confidentiality to protect others at risk of HIV infection. *BMJ* 2013; 346:f1471.


Huesch MD. Privacy Threats When Seeking Online Health Information. JAMA Intern Med. 2013; published online 7/8/13.


O'Dowd A. Medical data: does patient privacy trump access for research? | BMJ 2013: 347:f5516.


Poulton M. Article on breaching confidentiality in HIV confuses personal morals with professional ethics. BMJ 2013;346:f2152


Vogel L. Chaperones: friend or foe, and to whom? CMAJ. 2012; published online 3/12/12.
"Undergoing an intimate examination shouldn't feel "like being searched at the airport,"

Conflict of interests


Hebert PC, McaDonald, Flegel K, Stanbrook MB. Competing interests and undergraduate medical education: time for transparency. CMAJ. 2010;182(12):1279.


Kachuck NJ. Reframing the Conflicts of Interest Debacle: Academic Medicine, the Healing Alliance and the Physician’s Moral Imperative. Journal of Medical Ethics 2009;35:526-527.


Conscience and Conscientious Objection


Conway BV. Should doctors feel able to practice according to their personal values and beliefs?—Yes. Medical Journal of Australia. 2011; 195(9): 496-497.


Magelssen M. When should conscientious objection be accepted? J Med Ethics 2012;38:18-21


Savulescu J. *Should doctors feel able to practice according to their personal values and beliefs?—No*. Medical Journal of Australia. 2011; 195(9): 497.


Consent (including parental consent)


Berger JT, Hida S, Chen H, Friedel D, Grendell J. Surrogate consent for percutaneous


Bromich D. Understanding, interests and informed consent: a reply to Sreenivasan. J Med Ethics 2015;41:327-331


Howe EG. What should careproviders do when a patient “won't budge”? Jour Clinical Ethics 2015; 25(3): 179-188


Jorgensen KJ. Informed choice requires information about both benefits and harms. *Journal of Medical Ethics* 2009;35:268-269.


Larcher V, et al. ’This House believes that we have gone too far in granting young people the responsibility for making decisions about their own healthcare’: record of a debate held in the Ethics and Law session of the RCPCH Annual Meeting, York 2009. *Arch Dis Child*. 2011. 96: 123-126.


Napier S. When should we not respect a patient’s wish? Jour Clinical Ethics. 2015; 25(3): 196-206.


Oberklaid F. Ethical debate: Commentary: Consent to publication—no absolutes. BMJ. 2008;337:a1232.


Stewart C, Peisah C, Draper B. A test for mental capacity to request assisted


(on publishing an article on child custody in an obesity case.)


Wassersug RJ. Consent forms for clinical trials are too aggressive. BMJ 2013; 347: f4879.

Wendler D. What should be disclosed to research participants? AJOB. 2013; 13(12): 3-8.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B8qrdo_ed_Y0Y0k4Y2tOV3o0TEE/edit?pli=1


Wilkinson D. Dissent about assent in paediatric research. Journal of Medical Ethics.
Wong JGWS, Y Poon, EC Hui. "I can put the medicine in his soup, Doctor!" J Med Ethics 2005;31(5):262-265. [Is it ethical to give medicine covertly?]


**Decision Making/ Uncertainty/ Nudes**


Alfandre D. Physicians recommend different treatment for patients than they would choose for themselves. Archives of Internal Medicine. 2011; 171(18): 1685.

Alfandre D, Schumann JH. What is wrong with discharges against medical advice (and how to fix them). JAMA. 2013;310(22):2393.


Blumenthal-Barby JS. Seeking better health care outcomes: the ethics of using the "nudge". Am Jour Bioethics. 12(2): 1-10

Bovens L. Why couldn't I be nudged to dislike a Big Mac? Journal of Medical Ethics. 2013; 39: 495-496


Collier R. *Medically necessary: who should decide?*. CMAJ. 2012; published online 10/15/12.


Horowitz SH. Diagnostic Decision-Making, Burdens of Proof, and a $6000 per Hour Memory Lapse. JAMA Intern Med. 2013; published online 7/8/13.


Lipstein EA, Brinkman WB, Britto MT. What is known about parents’ treatment decisions? A narrative review of pediatric decision making. Medical Decision Making 2011; published online October 3, 2011.


Richardson HS. Relying on experts as we reason together. Kennedy Institute of Ethics Journal. 2012; 22(2): 91-110.


Sessums LL, Zembrzuska H, Jackson JL. Does this patients have medical decision-making capacity. JAMA 2011; 306(4): 420-427.


Tinetti ME, Basch E. Patients’ Responsibility to Participate in Decision Making and Research. JAMA. Published online May 13, 2013.


Ubel PA, Angott AM, Zikmund-Fisher BJ. Physicians recommend different treatments for patients than they would choose for themselves. Archives of Internal Medicine. 2011; 171(7):30-634.


Weiss EM, Joffe S. Promoting Informed Decision Making for Comparative Effectiveness Randomized Trials. JAMA Pediatr. Published online July 06, 2015.


White MP, Cohrs JC, Goritz AS. Dynamics of trust in medical decision making: an experimental investigation into underlying processes. Medical Decision Making. 2011. Published online 1/25/11

Wilhelms EA, Reyna VF. Fuzzy Trace Theory and Medical Decisions by Minors: Differences in Reasoning between Adolescents and Adults. J Med Philos published online: 4/19/13/


**Dermatology**


**Development/ADHD/Autism**


Lim CM. *Accommodating Autistics and Treating Autism: Can We Have Both?* Bioethics. 2015; published online 2/17/15


Diagnostics/ Diagnosis


Disability/ Birth Defects/ Eugenics


Cowan RS, Garland-Thomson R. Past and present of eugenics. Biopolitics 2012; 1(1)


**Drugs/Pharmacology/Pharmacists**


Cocker PJ, et al., Sensitivity to cognitive effort mediates psychostimulant effects on a novel rodent cost/benefit decision-making task. *Neuropsychopharmacology.* 2012. Published online3/28/12. “In sum, we have shown for the first time that rats are differentially sensitive to cognitive effort when making decisions, independent of other processes such as impulsivity, and these baseline differences can influence the cognitive response to psychostimulants. Such findings could inform our understanding of impairments in effort-based decision making and contribute to treatment development”


Flanigan J. Three arguments against prescription requirements. Journal of Medical Ethics. 2012; published online 7/28/12.


Rodwin MA, Abramson JD. *Clinical trial data as a public good*. JAMA. 2012;308(9):871-872.


Sharfstein JM, Charo A. The Promotion of Medical Products in the 21st Century. Off-label Marketing and First Amendment Concerns. JAMA. Published online September 14, 2015.


Sofaer N, Strech D. Reasons why post-trial access to trial drugs should, or need not be ensured to research participants: a systematic review. Public Health Ethics. 2011; 4: 160-184.


Duty/ Virtues/ "First Do No Harm"/ Truth Telling


Brassington I. Is there a duty to remain in ignorance? Theoretical Medicine and Bioethics. 2010.

Caplan A. Accepting a helping hand can be the right thing to do. J Med Ethics. 2012; published online


Gavaghan C. "You can't handle the truth": medical paternalism and prenatal alcohol use. Journal of Medical Ethics 2009; 35: 300-303.


**Economics and Financing**


Baily MA. Managed Care Organizations and the Rationing Problem. Hastings Center Report. 2003:33:34-42. [We do not have an acceptable account of how MCO’s should ration care. We cannot guarantee adequate care to all without first having a definition of adequacy.]


Brook RH. What if physicians actually had to control medical costs? *JAMA* 2010;304(13):1489-1490.


Parmet WE. *Holes in the Safety Net — Legal Immigrants' Access to Health Insurance*. NEJM. 2013: published online 7/24/13


Sommers BD. Stuck between Health and Immigration Reform — Care for Undocumented Immigrants. NEJM. 2013; published online 7/24/13


Education / Mentors/ Testing


Cummings CL. Patient and trainee: learning when to step in. Hastings Center Report: 43(3): 5-6


Desai Sv, et al. Effect of the 2011 vs 2003 Duty Hour Regulation—Compliant Models on Sleep Duration, Trainee Education, and Continuity of Patient Care Among Internal

Dorman T, Silver IL. Comment on "Clinician Attitudes About Commercial Support of Continuing Medical Education" Arch Intern Med. 2011;171(9):847-848.


Gibson E, Downie J. Consent requirements for pelvic examinations performed for training purposes. CMAJ. 2012; 184(10): 1159-1161.


Lo B, Ott C. What is the enemy in CME, conflicts of interest or bias? JAMA 2013: published online 8/19/13.


Nissen SE. Reforming the Continuing Medical Education System. JAMA. 2015;313(18):1813-1814.


Wolbrink TA, Burns JP. Teaching trainees to perform procedures on critically ill children: ethical concerns and emerging solutions. Virtual Mentor. 2012; 14(10): 771-
Emergency Care/ Emergency Rooms/ Disasters


Kipnis K, King NMP, Nelson RM.  Highest policy impact article: An open letter to


Roscoe TJ. Turn non-urgent cases away from the emergency department. BMJ 2013; 346: f991.

Rosoff PM. Should palliative care be a necessity or a luxury during an overwhelming health catastrophe? Jour Clin Ethics. 2010; 21(4): 312-320.


Smith AK, et al. Half Of Older Americans Seen In Emergency Department In Last Month Of Life; Most Admitted To Hospital, And Many Die There. Health Affairs. 2012; 31(6):


End-of-Life Care/ Dying/ Futility/ Palliative Sedation

Allison TA, Sudore RL. Disregard of Patients' Preferences Is a Medical Error: Comment on “Failure to Engage Hospitalized Elderly Patients and Their Families in Advance Care Planning." JAMA Intern Med. 2013;():1-2. Published online 4/1/13


Annas GJ. Culture of Life Politics at the Bedside-The Case of Terri Schiavo. NEJM 2005;352(16):1710-1715.


Bad press over Liverpool care pathway has scared patients and doctors, say experts. BMJ 2013; 346: f175.


Blinderman CD, Krakauer EL, Solomon MZ. Time to revise the approach to determining cardiopulmonary resuscitation status. JAMA. 2012;307(9):917-918.

Response Letters:


Boyle RJ, et al. Ethics of Refusing Parental Requests to Withhold or Withdraw Treatment from Their Premature Baby. JME 2004;30:402-405. [This issue of JME also has a number of other articles on end of life care.]


Chinn GM, et al. Physicians' preferences for hospice if they were terminally ill and the timing of hospice discussions with their patients. JAMA Intern Med. 2013. Published online 12/16/2013


Court rules that withdrawal of life support is a plan of treatment requiring consent. CMAJ. 2011. Published online 4/11/11.


Dillon PJ, Roscoe LA. *African Americans and Hospice Care: A Narrative Analysis.* Narrative Inquiry in Bioethics. 2015; 5(2): 151-165


Du Toit J, Miller F. *The Ethics of Continued Life-Sustaining Treatment for those Diagnosed as Brain-dead.* Bioethics. 2015; published online July 14, 2015.


Grady D. Improving Quality of Care at the End of Life. Arch Intern Med. 2012;172(15):1144-1144


Grudzen C. At the end of life, sometimes less is more. Arch Intern Med. 2011;171(13):1201.


Guidance for clinicians involved in end-of-life care of children. The Lancet. 2015; 385(9975): 1261


Heath I. What’s wrong with assisted dying. BMJ 2012; 344.

Hébert PC, Selby D. Should a reversible, but lethal, incident not be treated when a patient has a do-not-resuscitate order? CMAJ published online 4/29/13


Kahane G, Savulescu J. Normal human variation: refocusing the enhancement debate. Bioethics. 2013; published online 8/2/13


Monett M. British docs urge elective ventilation. *CMAJ*. 2012. Published online 10/9/12.


Murray K. Doctors die differently. *Journal of Medicine*. 2012; published online 1/1/12.


Schenker Y, Arnold R. The Next Era of Palliative Care. JAMA. Published online September 03, 2015


Shariff MJ. Navigating assisted death and end-of-life care. CMAJ. 2011; published


Smith AK, et al. Half Of Older Americans Seen In Emergency Department In Last Month Of Life; Most Admitted To Hospital, And Many Die There. Health Affairs. 2012; 31(6): 1277-1285.


Taylor B. We must give children a voice in advance care planning. BMJ 2012;345:e5111.


Wittich AR, et al. “He got his last wishes”: ways of knowing a loved one’s end-of-life
preferences and whether those preferences were honored. Journal of Clinical Ethics. 2013; 24(2): 113-124.


Zonderman AB, Evans MK. Improving Patients' Quality of Life at the End of Life: Comment on "Factors Important to Patients' Quality of Life at the End of Life". Arch Intern Med. 2012;172(15):1142-1144.

Enhancement/ Modifications/ Regeneration/ Technology


Agar N. Moral bioenhancement is dangerous. J Med Ethics 2015;41:343-345


http://jmp.oxfordjournals.org/content/35/6/670


Casal P. On not taking men as they are: reflections on moral bioenhancement. J Med Ethics 2015;41:340-342


Diekema DS, Fost N. Ashley Revisited: A Response to the Critics. AJOB 2010;10(1):30


See also the commentaries Hollug N. Equality and the treatment-enhancement distinction. Bioethics. 2011; 25(3): 137-144.


Murphy TF. When choosing the traits of children is hurtful to others. J Med Ethics. 2011; 37(2): 105-108.


Singh I. Will the “Real Boy” Please Behave: Dosing Dilemmas for Parents of Boys with ADHD. AJOB 2005;5(3):34.


Sparrow R. Should Human Beings Have Sex? Sexual Dimorphism and Human


Tannsjo T. Ought We to Enhance our Cognitive Capacities? Bioethics. 2009; 23(7): 421-432.


Tonkens R. Good parents would not fulfill their obligation to genetically enhance their unborn children. J Med Ethics 2011;37:606-610


Wales JK. Is growth hormone treatment ethical or cost effective? BMJ. 2011;342:d2142.


Wilfond BS, Miller PS, Korfatis C, Diekema DS, Dudzinski DM, Goering S. Navigating growth attenuation in children with profound disabilities: children’s interests, family


Epigenetics

Ethics - Clinical, Committees & Consultations


Cho MK. Research Ethics Consultation at the NIH Clinical Center. IRB: Ethics & Human Research. 2013: 35(3): 18


Gillon R. What attributes should clinical ethics committees have? BMJ. 2010;340:c2946.


Sokol DK. But you’re not a doctor! BMJ. 2008;337:a3077.


Sokol DK, Mcadzean WA, Dickson WA, Whitaker IS. Ethical dilemmas in the acute setting: a framework for clinicians. BMJ 2011; 343: d5528


Ethics - General Philosophy, Ethical Codes, etc.


Helgesson G, Eriksson S. *Against the principle that the individual shall have priority over science*. *J Med Ethics*. 2008;34:54-56.


McDougall R. Understanding doctors’ ethical challenges as role virtue conflicts. Bioethics. 2011; published online 7/4/11.


Schicktanz S, Schweda M, Wynne B. The ethics of ‘public understanding of ethics’-why and how bioethics expertise should include public and patients’ voices. Med Health Care Philos. 2011. Published online Mar 30.


Sokol DK, Mcadzean WA, Dickson WA, Whitaker IS. Ethical dilemmas in the acute setting: a framework for clinicians. BMJ 2011; 343: d5528.

Sokol DK. How to think like an ethicist. BMJ. 2010;340:c3256.


Steinbrook R. Standards of Ethics at the National Institutes of Health. NEJM 2005;352(13): 1290-1292


**Euthanasia/ Suicide/ Physician-Assisted Suicide/ Infanticide/ Minimally Conscious/ Persistent Vegetative State**

Anderson RT. *Always Care, Never Kill: How Physician-Assisted Suicide Endangers the Weak, Corrupts Medicine, Compromises the Family, and Violates Human Dignity and Equality*. 2015. The Heritage Foundation.


Berry PA. From empathy to assisted dying: an argument. *Clin Ethics* 2013;8 5-8.


Brown SM, Elliott G, Paine R. Withdrawal of nonfutile life support after attempted


Cohen-Almagor R. First do no harm: intentionally shortening lives of patients without their explicit request in Belgium. J Med Ethics. 2015; published online June 3, 2015.


Dyer C. Two men plead with judges to let doctors end their life legally. BMJ 2012; 344. Published online June 19, 2012.
Dyer C. British Columbian judge says Canada's ban on physician assisted dying is unconstitutional. BMJ 2012; 344. Published online June 19, 2012.


Flegel K, Fletcher J. Choosing when and how to die: Are we ready to perform therapeutic homicide? CMAJ. 2012; published online 6/25/12.

Flegel K, Hebert PC. Time To Move On From The Euthanasia Debate. CMAJ 2010. published online 3/10.


Huddle TS. Moral fiction or moral fact? The distinction between doing and allowing in medical ethics. Bioethics. 2012; published online 2/2/12.


Inghelbrecht E, et al. The role of nurses in physician-assisted deaths in Belgium. CMAJ 2010; 182(9): 905-910.


McPherson T. My mum wanted assisted dying but we watched her die slowly and in pain. BMJ 2012; 344. Published online June 14, 2012.


Sheldon T. Dementia patient’s euthanasia was lawful, say Dutch authorities. BMJ 2011; 343: d7510.


Tallis R. Should the law on assisted dying be changed? Yes. BMJ 2011; 342:d2355.

Wilkinson D, Savulescu. Is it better to be minimally conscious than vegetative? Journal of Medical Ethics. 2012; published online 9/1/12.

Evidence Based Medicine


Caze AL. Evidence-Based Medicine Must Be ... Journal of Medicine and Philosophy 2009 34: 509-527.


Family/Clans/Tribes


Bradbury AR, et al. When parents disclose BRCA ½ test results: their communication and perceptions of offspring response. Cancer 2012; published online 1/9/12


Jonas MF, Thornley SJ. Smoky rooms and fuzzy harms: how should the law respond to harmful parental practices? Public Health Ethics 2011; 4: 129-152.


Ladd M. Maps of Beauty and Disease: Thoughts on Genetics, Confidentiality, and Biological Family. J Med Ethics 2010;36:479-482.


Li EC. Should the Confucian family-determination model be rejected? A case study.

Lim JN, Hewison J. Do people really know what makes a family history of cancer? Health Expect. 2012. Published online August 2012.


Panagiotopoulou N. Ethics on procreation: Does everyone have the right to found a family? Clinical Ethics 2013; 8: 44-46.
Parker C. Disclosing Information about the Risk of Inherited Disease. AMA Journal of Ethics. 2015; 17(9): 819-825.


Rothstein MA. Should Researchers Disclose Results to Descendants? AJOB 2013; 13(10): 64-65.


Travis J. Honoring his ancestor by studying his DNA. *Science*. 2010; 330(6001):172.

Tuffrey C. Children as carers. *Archives of diseases in childhood*. 2011; published online November 25, 2011.


**Futility**


Frader J, Kodish E, Lantos JD. Symbolic resuscitation, medical futility, and parental


Genetics/ Testing/ Genetic Databases/ Biobanks


Bloss CS, Schork NJ, Topol EJ. Effect of direct-to-consumer genomewide profiling to assess disease risk. NEJM. 2011; published online 1/12/11.


Brothers KB, Morrison DR, Clayton EW. Two large-scale surveys on community attitudes toward an opt-out biobank. American Journal of Medical Genetics. 2011; 155A(12): 2982-2990.


Braude P. Preimplantation Diagnosis for Genetic Susceptibility. NEJM 2006; 355(6): 541-543.


Burke LW. Disclosure of genome sequencing results: are pediatricians ready? Pediatrics 2015; published online 9/14/15


Cassa CA, Savage SK, Taylor PL, Green RC, McGuire AL, Mandl KD. Disclosing pathogenic genetic variants to research participants: quantifying an emerging ethical responsibility. Genome Res. 2012. Published online 1/9/12.


Cohen LL, et al. Challenges of genetic testing in adolescents with cardiac arrhythmia


Collier R. The downside of genetic screening. CMAJ 2012;184 862-864


Genetic Testing in Huntington’s Disease. *The Lancet* 363(9416)


Goldsmith L, Jackson L, O’Connor A, Skirton H. Direct-to-consumer genomic testing: systematic review of the literature on user perspectives. *Eur J Hum Genet*. 2012; published online 2/15/12


Hauskeller C. Direct to consumer genetic testing. BMJ 2011; 342:d2317.


Hill J. More Than I Wanted to Know. The Lancet. 2004;363(9421)[This one is on genetic testing and the discovery of non genetic paternity.]


Klitzman R. Exclusion of Genetic Information from the Medical Record: Ethical and Medical Dilemmas. JAMA. 2010;304(10):1120-1121.


McCullough LB, et al. Professionally responsible disclosure of genomic sequencing results in pediatric practice. Pediatrics. 2015; published online 9/14/15

McGuire AL, et al. To share or not to share: a randomized trial of consent for data sharing in genome research. Genetics in Medicine. 2011; published online July 2011.


New Guidelines for Genetic Tests are Welcome but Insufficient. The Lancet 2010;


Perbal L. The warrior gene and the Maori people: the responsibility of the geneticists. Bioethics 2012. Published online 4/12/12.


Robertson SP, Kerruish N. Resolving the impasse on predictive genetic testing in minors: will more evidence be the solution? J Med Ethics 2012;38:525-526.

Roche PA, Annas GJ. DNA Testing, Banking, and Genetic Privacy. NEJM 2006;355(6):545-546.


Wadman M. Medical research: cell division. Nature 2013; 498(7455):


Genomic Medicine
Bunnik EM. Do genomic tests enhance autonomy? J Med Ethics 2015;41:315-316
Bunnik EM, et al. Personal utility in genomic testing: is there such a thing? J Med Ethics 2015;41:322-326


**Gifts/ Sponsorships**


**Global Health Bioethics**


Gynecology


Health Care Disparities/ Access to Health Care


Friedman EA, Adashi EY. The right to health as the unheralded narrative of health care reform. JAMA. 2010;304(23):2639-2640.


Marmot M. Why should the rich care about the health of the poor. CMAJ. 2012; published online July 16, 2012.
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